Regulation Village Funds as Cash Direct Aid for Poor People in Rural Area due to Covid-19 Pandemic in Indonesia
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Abstract. The Covid-19 pandemic has impacted various aspects of life such as the global economy, especially for rural communities. The problem is how the Indonesian government policy in dealing with the impact of the Covid-19 outbreak toward people poverty in villages. Using doctrinal research that aims to find out government policies in handling Covid-19 for people in rural areas. Based on the results of this study, it was found that the handling of covid-19 for rural communities used village funds as direct cash aid for village communities. The local government must create a regent regulation to distribute cash direct aid from village funds toward people poverty villages.
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1. Introduction

World Health Organization (WHO) had declared the corona virus diseases (Covid-19) as a dangerous virus and a global pandemic. It significantly impact the global economic, political, and socio-cultural system. The measures and strategies to stop spread of the covid-19 have been carried out in ways such as keep the distance, trip and mobility bans, society lockdown, stay at home campaign, self quarantine, and avoid the crowd [1]. The pandemic of Covid-19 influenced all aspects in life who people feel could not their activities normally in long term.

It is difficult for us to predict when the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak will end and the long-term effects. Even though the community has had experience in dealing with several outbreaks in the past, it is still difficult to predict the social and economic conditions in the Covid-19 outbreak. Previous research has shown that when people are hit by disease outbreaks globally, people tend to keep their assets and are not interested in investing. It is a situation like this that results in changing people's behavior to protect and survive for themselves rather than thinking about what might happen in the future [2].

In response to the increasing transmission of Covid-19, many countries have banned social activities to prevent the spread of Covid-19. These countries have imposed border closures, restricted travel abroad, and postponed export and import activities of goods that are feared to trigger an economic crisis and recession in the future. The economic sector is a
sector that has been severely affected by delays in raw material extraction, production of finished products and the closure of the service-providing industry [3].

Facing this difficult situation, the Indonesian government issued and provided several policies to prevent the expansion of the Covid-19 outbreak. These policies include large-scale social restrictions by closing schools, closing markets, shops, prohibiting group activities, encouraging work from home, and worshiping from home. The implementation of this large-scale social restriction is enforced for 14 days and can be extended by looking at the situation and conditions of the development of Covid-19. This is because this virus can be transmitted through physical contact, namely touch, air and air and must maintain a distance between humans outside the room approximately 1.5 meters [4].

Indonesian Government has settled that Covid-19 is threat to Indonesia’s economic could lead zero growth. Therefore, the government must solve immediately it, despite some people argue that the government to be slow in detecting a possible outbreak of this virus. This can be seen from the efforts of the government which previously even gave certain incentives so that the number of visits to Indonesia continues to increase in the middle of the Covid-19 pandemic [5]. The government has also attempted to provide incentives to the community such as direct cash assistance as cash incentives for the poor, especially in rural areas as people who have been directly affected by their socio-economics due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This research was conducted to describe how Indonesia government making models of regulation to coping rural community especially poverty people due to Covid-19 pandemic impacted. Therefore, the aim for the research to find out the model of Indonesian Government in coping rural community Covid-19 Impacted through its social public policy.

2. Literature Review

Village fund is a program from Indonesian Government as one of the financial instruments which will effectively alleviate poverty and reduce development gaps in local levels by strengthening development and empowering communities. This fund was allocated in national budgnet and distribute to village government through its local government. The first allocation of village in 2015. Allocating of village fund using three methods namely percentage of central government revenue, common procedure like other expenditures, and formula [9].

Based on Government Regulation Number 60 Year 2014, the priority of village fund utilization is development and empowerment for rural community. In general, the use of village funds is prioritized to meet basic needs, develop local economic potential, and develop village infrastructure and facilities [10]. However in Covid-19 pandemic currently, the priority of village funds change to social aid of rural community.

The novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) caused which caused by a strain of coronavirus (the SARS-CoV2) with begun in the city of Wuhan, Hubei province, China. This virus has had a long-term impact on human life globally. The virus that has spread by WHO was declared a global pandemic on March 11, 2020. Several studies have also shown that it may take more than a decade for the world to recover socially and economically or society can live a normal life [11].
3. Methods

Research type-This research was arranged by the using legal research methodology which focused on the doctrinal study. As a doctrinal research, the research was basically conducted by library study search to discover, explain, examine, principles, provisions, and concepts [6]. Doctrinal legal research makes abstract legal rules as a measure of truth in legal studies. The objects and references referred to in doctrinal research are the norms of norms, concepts and doctrines that develop in legal thinking [7].

Research Approach- Supporting doctrinal research, this study uses statute approach to analysis law deeply such as analysis the Indonesian government regulation in overcome community Covid-19 impacted. It means that the statutes used to answer the problem statement of the research refer to Indonesian government regulations enacted during the pandemic situation [8].

Material - Having declared that Indonesia was infected Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020, the President issued the Indonesia Government Regulation in lieu of laws Number 1 years 2020. Later, in May, this regulation is passed to Indonesian Law Number 2 Year 2020. They become the primary material. Besides, this research is supported by secondary material from article accessed in credible journals websites, books, official websites.

Method of Analysis- The collected materials are analyzed by using deductive reasoning. Deductive analysis derives from the general premise of the norm to be synchronized with the minor premise of the fact. The general premise regards to the concept, norm, or regulations of Indonesian government to cope with the impact of COVID-19 pandemic, as listed in the materials. Those laws will be examined to find the solution of coping Covid-19 impacted to rural community.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1 Making Emergency Law and Using Village Fund

The Indonesian government announced people infected with Covid-19 in March with 2 initial cases of people who were positive for Covid-19. This positive case continues to increase from week to week until August 2020. The increase in positive cases has had an impact on the Indonesian economy because the Indonesian government must impose large-scale social restrictions, namely by reducing economic and social activities in the community. As a result, many companies have laid off workers because production cannot be maximized. This reduction in workforce has also resulted in increased unemployment and poverty, especially in rural areas. The Indonesian government in this condition has tried to accelerate state spending and divert the state budget for handling, preventing Covid-19 and overcoming the impact due to the implementation of this large-scale social restriction [12].

The first step when Indonesia was declared to be entering the Covid-19 pandemic, the government issued the Indonesian Regulation in Lieu (Government Regulation in Lieu of Law) Number 1 Year 2020. The regulation regulates the use of state finances for handling Covid-19, maintaining economic and financial stability due to the Covid-19. Meanwhile, the purpose of establishing the regulation, one of which is to provide a legal basis for the government in establishing policies and unusual steps due to the Covid-19 pandemic. This regulation has equal position with Indonesia law which passed by House of Representative.
In Indonesian regulation system, there are types and hierarchies of laws. Refers to article 7 section 1 Indonesia Law Number 12 of 2011, stated that types and hierarchies of laws are:

1. The 1945 Indonesian Constitution,
2. MPR’s Decree (People's Consultative Assembly/MPR or People Consultative Assembly)
3. Indonesian Law or government regulation in lieu of laws,
4. Government regulation,
5. Presidential regulation,
6. Provincial local laws,
7. Regency or municipality local laws.

The hierarchies of law above shows which regulations are under the law, on par with the legislation, and higher than legislation. Government regulations is a legal product which is the object of examination by the Parliament as an institution of the legislators because a maximum of 3 months after being issued by the government, the Government regulations must be discussed in the House of Representative. President issued the Government regulations by reason of the situation in matter of forcing as stipulated in article 22 the 1945 Indonesian Constitution. The article state This article states that the President could determine the Government regulations in urgent conditions and situations. This Government regulation is submitted to the House of Representatives for approval at the next session of the House of Representatives.

This constitution gives President a right to issue a Government regulation on condition that the critical compelling condition must base on the constitution. The provisions in this constitution reflect the importance when facing emergency condition such as the Cocid-19 outbreak [13]. The constitution as the basic law not only regulates the government system of a country, but there are particularly important social values, especially in coping the socio-economic effect of the Covid-19 outbreak. It exists can be done through the Government regulations by allocating a state budget for handling the prevention of Covid-19 and its impacts. Therefore, Fauzan argues that the constitution also has two functions, namely a normative function and a sociological function. This normative function makes the constitution the main and first reference for the preparation of norms under it. While the sociological function means that this constitution has an important role in safeguarding and protecting the public against arbitrary actions by the government [14].

In accordance with the Verdict of the Constitutional Court Number 138 / PUU-VII/2OO9, parameter in making Government regulations must include:

a. because of an urgent need to solve legal problem quickly according to the Act.
b. Law that is needed does not exist yet, so this happens the legal vacuum or the inadequacy of the current law there is, and

c. a legal vacuum that cannot be resolved in a way make laws in the usual procedure that requires quite a long time while the urgent situation need certainty to be completed.

Therefore, the Government regulations Number 1 Year 2020 is appropriate in recent situation where the covid-19 has caused all life aspect down. Government regulations could not create by President in every year like law. For this, in three months from issued by President. The Government regulations must passed by House of Representative. They could reject the Government regulations if the substance is not in accordance with people aspiration.

However, Government regulations Number 1 Year 2020 had passed by House of Representative through Indonesian Law Number 2 Year 2020. The Government regulations is a form of anticipation of the implications of the Covid-19 pandemic which will have an impact on slow up national economic growth, decreased state revenue but there is an increase in state spending and financing for save the country's health and economy. This Government
regulation provides a change in state expenditure that has been previously determined into state expenditure that is focused on spending on health, social aid, and is used to restore the national economy. This economic recovery includes the affected business sector and communities. One of the substances of this Government regulation is the change in state financial policies related to budgeting and financing used for social safety nets with the use of budgets in village funds. Based on this Government regulation, the government refocuses village funds by adjusting the Village Fund budget ceiling. Furthermore, the village fund can be used for cash direct aid to the poor in villages and activities for handling the Covid-19 pandemic.

4.2 Use of the Village Fund for poverty of rural community

The village is the lowest jurisdiction unit in the government system in Indonesia. Villages can manage their villages through one government system, namely village government. The existence of this village is regulated in Indonesian Law Number 6 of 2014 on Villages where the Law functions to contain all the concern and necessity of village communities, which until now around 73,000 villages in Indonesia. This means that most Indonesians live in rural areas. This law does not only provide protection for the existence of villages, but there is an even more important aspect than just the existence of this law, namely the government provides opportunities for village development with the existence of a village fund budget. This aspect has been further informed in Government Regulation Number 43 Year 2014. The concepts of this Law of Village to be independent to solve village problems, build facilities according to budget, increase community participation, carry out development planning, improve the quality of human resources of village officials, carry out social activities and services to the community [15].

The Village Fund is a fund sourced from the state budget allocated to village governments through the district/city regional revenue and expenditure budget. This village fund is used to finance governance, implementation of infrastructure development, community development, and community empowerment. To provide a legal basis for the existence of this village fund, government regulation number 60 of 2014 has been prepared. This regulation is an implementing regulation of Law Number 6 of 2014 concerning Villages. The existence of this regulation is so that the implementation of village government can run village governance well, there is legal certainty, orderly governance, openness, professionalism, accountability, effectiveness, and efficiency, maintaining local wisdom, diversity, and participation. Thus, in implementing village development, the priority is the value of togetherness, kinship, and cooperation to achieve peace and social justice [16].

The implementation of village development to run according to development principles in the village, the village government must prepare a medium-term development plan and a village government work plan. This development planning can be financed from the village fund budget by looking at the situation, conditions and needs of the village. The importance of village funds for villages and village communities, so the use of village funds must be aimed at increasing village development and the welfare of village communities. Village communities are part of the Indonesian community in the smallest area [17].

The allocation of village funds is further regulated in the regulation of the village minister, development of underdeveloped areas and transmigration number 11 Year 2019. Derive from this regulation, the priority of using village funds is used to finance various
village programs and activities that must provide benefits to village communities such as improving the quality of life, increasing welfare, poverty alleviation and community services. This regulation also emphasizes the use of village funds for natural disaster preparedness, natural disaster management, and environmental conservation.

However, with the covid-19 pandemic, the ministerial regulation was changed through ministerial regulations number 6 and number 7 Year 2020. The amendments were made because the transmission of Covid-19 has had an influence on social, economic, and welfare of the people of the Village. In addition, in the Government regulations Number 1 of 2020 as stipulated by Law Number 2 of 2020, the use of Village Funds can be used for direct cash assistance to the poor in the village. The ministerial regulation regulates the amount of direct cash assistance to the rural poor. Direct cash assistance was given for 6 months, where in the first 3 months the community received 600 thousand per month and in the next 3 months received 300 thousand per month. The cash direct aid could be distributed by villages if the village funds for a village are still available. This means that village funds which were originally for village development, due to the conditions of the Covid-19 pandemic, were used to maintain the economic stability of rural communities. The Covid-19 pandemic has eliminated the jobs of poor families in villages. They cannot work or lose their jobs and must stay at home to prevent the spread of this virus.

4.3 Cash Direct Aid distribution

The distribution of direct cash assistance from the Village Fund budget must be carried out by the regional government through the formation of a regent regulation. This district head regulation regulates how village heads can distribute direct cash assistance to the community. Without this regent's regulation, cash direct aid would not be given to those entitled to receive it. Therefore, the position of district head regulations as a product of regional law is important as a technical regulation. This regulation is created by head of local government. Making the regent regulation to avoid legal vacancy and the substance derive from the local laws and or the enactment of the minister [18].

The regent's regulation regarding the distribution of direct cash assistance can be specially formed or make changes to the existing regent regulations regarding the distribution of village funds. The formation of this regent regulation does not only refer to the enactment of the minister of villages, underdeveloped region and transmigration, it must also refer to the enactment of the minister of finance such as the regulation of the minister of finance number 40/PMK.07/2020, the regulation of the minister of finance 50/PMK.07/2020, the regulation of the minister of finance number 205/PMK.07/2019 about the management of village funds.

The management of village funds must indeed refer to two different ministries. The ministry of villages, underdeveloped regions and transmigration regulates general policy priorities for the use of village funds while the ministry of finance regulates the mechanism for transferring village funds to regional finances and documents for financial accountability. The existence of the regent's regulation serves as a guideline for channeling village funds as direct cash assistance to poor rural communities affected by Covid-19.
5. Conclusion

Facing the covid-19 pandemic situation, Indonesian government policies are needed in maintaining the socio-economic stability of the community. Indonesian people who live in rural areas have become residents affected by the Covid-19 pandemic because they have lost income due to social restrictions to prevent more widespread transmission. Therefore, the government has enacted Indonesian law number 2 year 2020 concerning stipulation of government regulations in lieu of law number 1 year 2020. The law provides an order, one of which is the use of the Village Fund budget to be used as cash direct aid as a form of handling the impact of Covid-19 on poor people of rural communities. Village funds which should have been used for village development, during the Covid-19 pandemic, were used as a solution to ease the burden on rural communities. The implementation and realization of village funds must be carried out through the formation of a regent regulation as the legal basis for disbursing village funds because it will definitely change the regent's regulations regarding the allocation of village funds which must be re-allocated in the form of cash direct aid to maintain the economy of rural communities.
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